Characterization of the neurotrophic interaction between nerve growth factor and secreted alpha-amyloid precursor protein.
The expression and secretion of amyloid precursor protein (beta APP) is increased in rat cerebral cortices that have been denervated by subcortical lesions of the nucleus basalis of Meynert. The physiological role of the secreted beta APP in response to this injury has not been established. We have previously shown that secreted beta APP produced by alpha-secretase activity (sAPP(alpha)) potentiates the neuritogenic activity of nerve growth factor (NGF) in vitro on naive PC12 cells. In this investigation, we have further characterized the neurotrophic interaction of NGF and sAPP(alpha) using differentiated PC12 cells and rat primary cortical neurons. NGF required the expression of beta APP to maintain a neuronal phenotype. Reduction of endogenous beta APP expression by introduction of antisense oligonucleotides in the presence of NGF resulted in loss of neurites from differentiated PC12 cells but no apparent cell death. Addition of exogenous sAPP(alpha) (60--200 pM) potentiated the protective activity of NGF in serum-deprived differentiated PC12 cells as determined by retention of neurites and cell viability. In addition, exogenous sAPP(alpha) increased neuron viability in both short-term (3 days) cortical neuron cultures grown in the absence of serum and in long-term (9 days) cultures grown with serum. Disruption of the insulin signaling pathway by reduction of IRS-1 expression inhibited the ability of sAPP(alpha) to potentiate neurotrophic activity. These observations suggest that sAPP(alpha) acts as an injury-induced neurotrophic factor that interacts with NGF to enhance neuronal viability using the insulin signaling pathway.